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Chapter 10

Hypothesis Testing With 
Two Categorical Variables
Chi-Square

Learning Objectives

•	 Identify the correct types of variables for use with a chi-square test of independence.
•	 Explain the difference between parametric and nonparametric statistics.
•	 Conduct a five-step hypothesis test for a contingency table of any size.
•	 Explain what statistical significance means and how it differs from practical significance.
•	 Identify the correct measure of association for use with a particular chi-square test, 

and interpret those measures.
•	 Use SPSS to produce crosstabs tables, chi-square tests, and measures of association.
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203Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

T he chi-square test of independence is used when the independent variable (IV) and 
dependent variable (DV) are both categorical (nominal or ordinal). The chi-square 
test is member of the family of nonparametric statistics, which are statistical 

analyses used when sampling distributions cannot be assumed to be normally distributed, 
which is often the result of the DV being categorical rather than continuous (we will talk in 
detail about this). Chi-square thus sits in contrast to parametric statistics, which are used 
when DVs are continuous and sampling distributions are safely assumed to be normal. The 
t test, analysis of variance, and correlation are all parametric. Before going into the theory  
and math behind the chi-square statistic, read the Research Examples for illustrations of the 
types of situations in which a criminal justice or criminology researcher would utilize a chi-
square test.

Chi-square test of independence: The hypothesis-testing procedure appropriate when 
both the independent variable and the dependent variables are categorical.

Nonparametric statistics: The class of statistical tests used when dependent vari-
ables are categorical and the sampling distribution cannot be assumed to approximate 
normality.

Parametric statistics: The class of statistical tests used when dependent variables are 
continuous and normally distributed and the sampling distribution can be assumed to 
approximate normality.

In the study summarized in Research Example 10.1, number of stops is the IV and is ordinal. 
Number of times called for assistance and number of times called to report neighborhood prob-
lems are the DVs and are also ordinal. In the second study, race or ethnicity (the IV) and sentence 
received (the DV) are both nominal. The question each study attempted to answer was, “Are these 
two variables related? In other words, does the IV appear to exert an impact on the DV?” Answer-
ing this question requires the use of the chi-square test of independence because in these studies, 
the IVs and DVs are categorical.

Do Traffic Stops Alter People’s Likelihood of Calling the Police?

Police rely on local community residents to 
call in when they see problematic people 
or conditions in their neighborhoods. Effec-
tive crime control and order maintenance 

depend, in part, on people’s willingness to 
voluntarily make these types of reports.

There are many reasons, however, why 
people may be loath to call the police to 

RESEARCH EXAMPLE 10.1

(Continued)
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Part 3 Hypothesis Testing Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables204

report problems. Gibson, Walker, Jennings, 
and Miller (2010) hypothesized that one 
factor that could deter people from report-
ing neighborhood problems is having had 
a recent negative encounter with a police 
officer. Using the Police-Public Contact 
Survey (PPCS), the researchers identi-
fied three variables. The primary IV was, 
“How many times in the past 12 months 
were you in a vehicle that was stopped 
by police?” Respondents’ answers were 
coded as none, once, and more than once. 
Two DVs were used to tap into citizens’ 

willingness to alert police to the presence 
of local issues. The first was “In the past 
12 months, did you contact the police to 
ask for assistance or information?” and the 
second was “In the past 12 months, did 
you contact the police to report a neigh-
borhood problem?” Both variables were 
coded as not at all and one or more times. 
The following are bivariate contingency 
tables displaying the overlap between the 
predictor and each of the outcome mea-
sures.* How can the researchers find out if 
the two variables are related?

Contingency Tables for Having Experienced a Traffic Stop and Having Called the Police 
for Assistance or to Report Neighborhood Problems

Number of Times Called for 
Assistance

Number of Stops None One or More Row Marginal

None 6,068 1,433 7,501

One 5,639 404 6,043

More than One 1,289 136 1,425

Column Marginal 12,996 1,973 N = 14,969

Number of Times Called to Report 
Problems

Number of Stops None One or More Row Marginal

None 6,409 1,095 7,504

One 5,724 323 6,047

More than One 1,335 92 1,427

Column Marginal 13,468 1,510 N =	14,978

*These are reanalyses of the same data used by the authors, not reproductions of the authors’ analyses.

(Continued)
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205Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

Do Waived Juvenile Defendants’ Race/Ethnicity Affect  
the Sentences these Juveniles Receive?

Several criminal justice studies have dem-
onstrated that black and Hispanic/Latino 
defendants are sentenced more harshly than 
their white counterparts, even when factors 
such as the severity of the instant offense 
and defendants’ prior criminal records are 
accounted for. Attention has not been paid, 
however, to the effects of race and ethnic-
ity on sentencing for juvenile defendants 
who are waived into criminal courts to 
be tried as adults. Jordan and Freiburger 
(2010) wished to address this gap in the lit-
erature by studying the sentences received 
by waived juveniles of multiple races and 
ethnicities. The authors selected the Juve-
nile Defendants in Criminal Courts data 

set (we will see this in Data Sources 11.1 
in the next chapter), which offers informa-
tion about juveniles in 40 urban counties 
who were charged with felonies and were 
either transferred or waived to adult court. 
The researchers’ IV was race and ethnic-
ity and was measured as white, black, or 
Hispanic. The DV was sentence received 
and was coded as probation, jail, or prison. 
(There were so few juveniles of other races 
and ethnicities that the authors decided to 
exclude them from the analysis.) The fol-
lowing crosstabs table displays these two 
variables’ joint distribution.* How can the 
researchers find out if there is a relation-
ship between the two variables?

RESEARCH EXAMPLE 10.2

Contingency Table for Juvenile Race or Ethnicity and Sentence Received

Sentence Received

Race or Ethnicity Jail Prison Probation Row Marginal

White 226 102 333 661

Black 398 295 917 1,610

Hispanic 177 83 195 455

Column Marginal 801 480 1,445 N = 2,726

*These are reanalyses of the same data used by the authors, not reproductions of the authors’ analyses.

Conceptual Basis of the Chi-Square Test:  
Statistical Dependence and Independence

Two variables that are not related to one another are said to possess statistical independence. 
When two variables are related, they have statistical dependence. Statistical independence means 
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that knowing which category an object falls into on the IV does not help predict its placement on 
the DV. When, conversely, two variables are statistically dependent, the independent does have 
predictive power over the outcome variable.

In Research Example 10.1, the IV was the number of traffic stops survey respondents reported 
having experienced in the past 12 months, and one of the DVs was whether or not respondents had 
called the police to request assistance. If these two variables are statistically independent, then 
having experienced a traffic stop will not influence respondents’ likelihood of calling the police; 
if the variables are statistically dependent, then knowing whether or not someone has been the 
subject of a traffic stop will help predict whether that person has called the police for assistance or 
to report problems. When we want to know whether there is a relationship between two categorical 
variables, we turn to the chi-square test of independence.

Statistical independence: The condition in which two variables are not related to one 
another; that is, knowing what class persons or objects fall into on the independent 
variable does not help predict which class they will fall into on the dependent variable.

Statistical dependence: The condition in which two variables are related to one 
another; that is, knowing what class persons or objects fall into on the independent 
variable helps predict which class they will fall into on the dependent variable.

The Chi-Square Test of Independence

Let us work slowly through an example of a chi-square hypothesis test using the five steps  
described in Chapter 9 and discuss each step in detail along the way. For this example, we will turn 
to the 2012 General Social Survey (GSS; see Data Sources 2.2) and the issue of gender differences in 
attitudes about crime and punishment. Theory is somewhat conflicting as to whether women tend 
to be more forgiving of transgressions and to prefer leniency in punishment or whether they gener-
ally prefer harsher penalties out of the belief that offenders pose a threat to community safety. The 
GSS contains data on the sex of respondents and these persons’ attitudes toward the death penalty. 
The joint frequency distribution is displayed in Table 10.1. We will test for a relationship between 
gender (the IV) and death-penalty attitudes (the DV). Both of these variables are nominal, so the 
chi-square test of independence is the correct analysis. Note that we are setting gender as the IV 
and death-penalty support as the DV. There is no mathematical requirement pertaining to the 
placement of the variables in the rows versus the columns, but it is customary to place the IV in the 
rows of the table and the DV in the columns.

You have seen tables like 10.1 before—it is a contingency (or crosstabs) table just like the ones we 
worked with in Chapter 3! Each cell of the table displays the number of people who fall into particu-
lar classes on each variable. (Ignore the superscripts for now; we will come back to these later.) For 
example, there are 385 GSS respondents who are female and who oppose the death penalty; 574 peo-
ple are male and favor it. We can perform a cursory assessment of the possible relationship between 
gender and death-penalty support by calculating row percentages for each cell of the table (we use 

row percentages because the IV is in the rows). Approximately 61% (i.e., 609
994

100





) of women 
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207Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

favor the death penalty, and 39% oppose it. Among men, there is 69% favorability and 31% opposi-
tion. Judging by the 8 percentage-point difference between men and women, it appears that there 
is a relationship between gender and attitudes about capital punishment. Recall from the previous 
chapter, however, that it would be erroneous to conclude on the basis of these percentages alone that 
there is a true difference between men and women in terms of their death-penalty attitudes—we 
have not yet ruled out the possibility that this seeming difference is the product of chance variation 
(i.e., sampling error) and is actually meaningless. A formal hypothesis test is required before we 
reach a conclusion about whether these variables are related.

Step 1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses.

The null hypothesis (H0) in chi-square tests is that there is no relationship between the indepen-
dent and DVs. The chi-square test statistic is c2 (c is the Greek letter chi and is pronounced “kye”). 
A c2 value of zero means that the variables are unrelated, so the null is formally written as

H0: c
2 = 0.

The alternative hypothesis (H1), on the other hand, predicts that there is a relationship. The 
chi-square statistic gets larger as the overlap or relationship between the IV and DV increases. The 
chi-square statistic has its own sampling distribution, as you will see soon, and the distribution 
contains only positive values; it is bounded at zero and has no negative side. This is because the 
statistic is a squared measure and, therefore, cannot take on negative values. As such, the alterna-
tive hypothesis is always expressed as

H1: c
2 > 0.

Step 2. Identify the distribution and compute the degrees of freedom.

As mentioned, the c² statistic has its own theoretical probability distribution—it is called the  
c2 distribution. The c² table of critical values is located in Appendix D. Like the t	curve, the c² dis-
tribution is a family of differently shaped curves, and each curve’s shape is determined by degrees 
of freedom (df). At small df values, the distribution is extremely nonnormal; as the df increases, the 

Table 10.1 GSS Respondents’ Sex and Death-Penalty Attitudes

Attitude Toward Death Penalty for Persons 
Convicted of Murder

Sex Favor Oppose Row Marginal

Female 609A 385B 994

Male 574C 256D 830

Column Marginal 1,183 641 N = 1,824
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distribution gradually normalizes. Unlike the t curve, df for c² are based not on sample size but, 
rather, on the size of the crosstabs table (i.e., the number of rows and columns). Looking at Table 
10.1, you can see that there are two rows ( female and male) and two columns ( favor and oppose). 
The marginals (row and column totals) are not included in the df calculation. The formula for  
degrees of freedom in a c² distribution is

 df r c= − −1 1 ,( )( )  Formula 10(1)

where r = the number of rows, excluding the marginal, and

c = the number of columns, excluding the marginal.

c² distribution: The sampling or probability distribution for chi-square tests.

Table 10.1 has two rows and two columns. Inserting these into the formula, the result is

df = (2 – 1)(2 – 1) = (1)(1) = 1.

Step 3. Identify the critical value of the test statistic and state the decision rule.

Remember in Chapter 8 when we used theα (alpha) level to find a particular value of z or t to plug 
into a confidence interval formula? We talked about α being the proportion of cases in the distri-
bution that are out in the tail beyond a particular value of z or t. You learned that the critical value 
is the number that cuts α off the tail of the distribution. Alpha is the probability that a certain 
value will fall in the tail beyond the critical value. If α =	.05, for instance, then the values of the 
test statistic that are out in the tail beyond the critical value constitute just 5% of the entire distri-
bution. In other words, these values have a .05 or less probability of occurring if, indeed, there is 
no relationship between the two variables being analyzed. These values, then, represent observed 
outcomes that are extremely unlikely if the null hypothesis is true.

The process of finding the critical value of c² (symbolized c²crit) employs the same logic as that 
for finding critical values of z or t. The value of c²crit depends on two things: the α level and the 
df. Alpha must be set a priori so that the critical value can be determined before the test is run. 
Alpha can technically be set at any number, but .05 and .01 are the most commonly used α levels 
in criminal justice and criminology.

For the present example, we will choose α = .05. Using Appendix D and finding the number at 
the intersection of α = .05 and df = 1, it can be seen that c²crit = 3.841. This is the value that cuts 
.05 of the cases off the tail of the c² distribution. The obtained value of c² (symbolized c²obt) that 
is calculated in Step 4 must exceed the critical value in order for the null to be rejected. Figure 10.1 
illustrates this concept.

The decision rule is the a priori statement regarding the action you will take with respect to the 
null hypothesis based on the results of the statistical analysis that you are going to do in Step 4. 
The final product of Step 4 will be the obtained value of the test statistic. The null hypothesis will 
be rejected if the obtained value exceeds the critical value. If c²obt > c²crit, then the probability of 
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209Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

obtaining this particular c²obt value by chance alone is less than .05. Another way to think about it 
is that the probability of H0 being true is less than .05. This is unlikely indeed! This would lead us 
to reject the null in favor of the alternative. The decision rule for the current test is the following: 
If c²obt > 3.841, H0 will be rejected.

Obtained value: The value of the test statistic arrived at using the mathematical for-
mulas specific to a particular test. The obtained value is the final product of Step 4 of a 
hypothesis test.

Step 4. Compute the obtained value of the test statistic.

Now that we know the critical value, it is time to complete the analytical portion of the hypothesis 
test. Step 4 will culminate in the production of the obtained value, or c²obt. In substantive terms, c²obt 
is a measure of the difference between observed frequencies (fo) and expected frequencies (fe).  
Observed frequencies are the empirical values that appear in the crosstabs table produced from the 
sample-derived data set. Expected frequencies are the frequencies that would appear if the two vari-
ables under examination were unrelated to one another. In other words, the expected frequencies 
are what you would see if the null hypothesis were true. The question is whether observed equals 
expected (indicating that the null is true and the variables are unrelated) or whether there is marked 
discrepancy between them (indicating that the null should be rejected because there is a relationship).

Observed frequencies: The empirical results seen in a contingency table derived from 
sample data. Symbolized fo.

Figure 10.1 The Chi-Square Probability Distribution, α, c²crit, and c²obt

 2
crit

α = area in tail beyond     crit

If     obt >   2crit, then the
probability associated with
the observed value is small
enough, and the null is
rejected.

If χ2
obt < χ2

crit, then the
probability associated with
the observed value is not
small enough, and the null is
retained.

0
χ

χ

χχ 2
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Expected frequencies: The theoretical results that would be seen if the null were true, 
that is, if the two variables were, in fact, unrelated. Symbolized fe.

Let’s talk about observed and expected frequencies a little more before moving on. Table 10.2 
is a crosstabs table for two hypothetical variables that are totally unrelated to one another. The 
100 cases are spread evenly across the four cells of the table. The result is that knowing which 
class a given case falls into on the IV offers no information about which class that case is in on the 
DV. For instance, if you were faced with the question, “Who is more likely to fall into category Y 
on the DV, someone in category A or in category B?” your answer would be that they are equally 
likely. The distribution in Table 10.2 illustrates the null hypothesis in a chi-square test—the null 
predicts that the IV does not help us understand the DV.

Table 10.3 shows a distribution of hypothetical observed frequencies. There is a clear difference 
between this distribution and that in Table 10.2. Now, knowing what category a person is in on the 
IV does help predict their membership in a particular category on the DV. Someone in category A 
is more likely to be in category Y than in category X, whereas someone in category B is more likely 
to be in X than in Y. These observed frequencies represent a situation in which the null is false and 
the alternative is true: These variables are related to each other.

The chi-square analysis is, therefore, premised on a comparison of the frequencies that are 
observed in the data and the frequencies that would be expected, theoretically, if there were no 

Table 10.2 Hypothetical Distribution of Expected Frequencies

Dependent Variable

Independent Variable X Y Row Marginal

A 25 25 50

B 25 25 50

Column Marginal 50 50 N = 100

Table 10.3 Hypothetical Distribution of Observed Frequencies

Dependent Variable

Independent Variable X Y Row Marginal

A 10 40 50

B 40 10 50

Column Marginal 50 50 N = 100
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211Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

relationship between the two variables. If there is minimal difference between observed and 
expected, then the null is retained. If the difference is large, the null is rejected. We already know 
the observed frequencies, so the first task in Step 4 is to calculate the expected frequencies. This 
must be done for each cell of the crosstabs table.

The formula for an expected frequency count is

 
f rm cm

Nei
=

. ,i i  Formula 10(2)

where fei
= the expected frequency for cell i,

rmi = the row marginal of cell i,

cmi = the column marginal of cell i, and

N = the total sample size.

Since the expected frequency calculations must be done for each cell, it is a good idea to label 
them as a means of keeping track. This is the reason why the numbers in Table 10.1 are accom-
panied by superscripts. The letters A through D identify the cells. Using Formula 10(2) for each 
cell:

feA
= = =994 . 1,183

1,824
1,175,902

1,824
644.68

feB
= = =

994 . 641
1,824

637,154
1,824

349.32

feC
= = =830 . 1,183

1,824
981,890
1,824

538.32

feD
= = =830 . 641

1,824
532,030

1,824
291.68

Once the expected frequencies have been calculated, c2
obt can be computed using the formula:

 
χ

obt

o e

e

f f
f

i

2
2

,=
−

Σ
( )  Formula 10(3)

where foi = the observed frequency of cell i andand

fei = the expected frequency of cell i.
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Formula 10(3) looks intimidating, but it is actually just a series of subtraction, multiplication, 
division, and addition. First, each cell’s expected value will be subtracted from its observed fre-
quency. Then each of these new terms will be squared and divided by the expected frequency. Then 
these terms will be summed. Recall that the uppercase sigma (Σ) is a symbol directing you to sum 
whatever is to the right of it.

The easiest way to complete the steps for Formula 10(3) is by using a table. We will rearrange the 
values from Table 10.1 into a format allowing for calculation of c2

obt. Table 10.4 shows this.
The obtained value of the test statistic is found by summing the final column of the table, as such:

c2
obt = 1.97 + 3.64 + 2.36 + 4.36 = 12.33

There it is! The obtained value of the test statistic is 12.33.

Step 5. Make a decision about the null and state the substantive conclusion.

It is time to decide whether to retain or reject the null. To do this, revisit the decision rule laid out in 
Step 3. It was stated that the null would be rejected if the obtained value of the test statistic exceeded 
3.841. The obtained value turned out to be 12.33, so c2

obt > c2
crit and the null must be rejected. The 

alternative hypothesis is what we will take as being the true state of affairs. The technical term for 
this is statistical significance. A statistically significant result is one in which the obtained value 
exceeds the critical value and the variables are determined to be statistically related to one another.

Table 10.4 Calculating c²obt

Cell foi fei 
f fo ei i

−( ) f fo ei i
−( )2

f f
f

o

ei

− e( )2

A 609 644.68 644.68 – 609 = 35.68 35.682 = 1,273.06 1,273.06
644.68

1.97=

B 385 349.32 349.32 – 385 = –35.68 (–35.68)2 = 1,273.06 1,273.06
349.32

3.64=

C 574 538.32 538.32 – 574 = –35.68 (–35.68)2 = 1,273.06 1,273.06
538.32

2.36=

D 256 291.68 291.68 – 256 = 35.68 35.682 = 1,273.06 1,273.06
291.68

4.36=

N = 1,824 N = 1,824
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213Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

The final stage of hypothesis testing is to interpret the results. People who conduct statistical 
analyses are responsible for communicating their findings in a manner that effectively resonates 
with their audience, be that audience composed of scholars, practitioners, the general public, or 
the media. It is especially important when discussing statistical findings with lay audiences that 
clear explanations be provided about what a set of quantitative results actually means in a substan-
tive, practical sense. This makes findings accessible to a wide array of audiences who may find 
criminological results interesting and useful.

Statistical significance: When the obtained value of a test statistic exceeds the critical 
value and the null is rejected.

In the context of the present example, rejecting the null leads to the conclusion that the inde-
pendent and DVs are statistically related. More formally, we can state that there is a statistically sig-
nificant relationship between people’s gender and their attitudes about the death penalty. Another 
way of saying this is that there is a statistically significant difference between men and women in 
their attitudes toward capital punishment. Note that the chi-square test doesn’t tell us about the 
precise nature of that difference. Nothing in c2

obt conveys information about which gender is more 
supportive or more opposed than the other. This is not a big problem with two-class IVs. Looking 
at the percentages, we know that a higher percentage of women than men oppose capital punish-
ment, so we can conclude that women are significantly less supportive of the death penalty as 
compared to men. We will see later, when we use IVs that have more than two classes, that we are 
not able to so easily identify the location of the difference.

Note, as well, the language used in the conclusion—it is phrased as an association and there is 
no cause-and-effect assertion being advanced. This is because the relationship that seems to be 
present in this bivariate analysis may actually be the result of unmeasured omitted variables that 
are the real driving force behind the gender differences. We have not, for instance, measured age, 
race, political beliefs, or religiosity, all of which may relate to people’s beliefs about the effective-
ness and morality of capital punishment. If women differ from men systematically on any of these 
characteristics, then the gender-attitude relationship might be spurious, meaning it is the prod-
uct of another variable that has not been accounted for in the analysis. It is best to keep your lan-
guage toned down and to use words like relationship and association rather than cause or effect.

For the second example, let’s use the General Social Survey again and this time test for a rela-
tionship between education level and death-penalty attitudes. To make it interesting, we will split 
the data by gender and analyze males and females in two separate tests. We will start with males 
(see Table 10.5). Using an alpha level of .01, we will test for a relationship between education level 
(the IV) and death-penalty attitudes (the DV). All five steps will be used.

Step 1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses.

H0: c
2 = 0

H1: c
2 > 0
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Step 2. Identify the distribution and compute the degrees of freedom.

The distribution is c2 and the df = (r – 1)(c – 1) = (3 – 1)(2 – 1) = (2)(1) = 2.

Step 3. Identify the critical value of the test statistic and state the decision rule.

With α =.01 and df = 2, c2
crit = 9.210. The decision rule is that if c2

obt > 9.210, H0 will be rejected.

Step 4. Compute the obtained value of the test statistic.

First, we need to calculate the expected frequencies using Formula 10(3). The frequencies for the 
first three cells (labeled A, B, and C, left to right) are as follows:

f
rmi . cmi

NeA

 
= = = =530 . 574

830
304,220

830
366.53

feB
= 530 . 256

830
135,680

830
= =163.47

feC
= = =57 . 574

830
32,718

830
39.42

Can you compute the rest? Try it out as practice.

Next, the computational table is used to calculate c2
obt (Table 10.6). As you can see in the sum-

mation cell in the last column, the obtained value of the test statistic is 4.50.
Before moving to Step 5, take note of a couple things about the chi-square calculation table. 

Both of these features will help you check your math as you work through the computation. First, 
the expected-frequency column always sums to the sample size. This is because we have not altered 
the number of cases in the sample; we have merely redistributed them throughout the table. After 
calculating the expected frequencies, sum them to make sure they add up to N. Second, the column 
created by subtracting the expected frequencies from the observed frequencies will always sum to 

Table 10.5 Male Respondents’ Education Level and Death-Penalty Attitudes

Attitude Toward Death Penalty for 
Persons Convicted of Murder

Education Favor Oppose Row Marginal

High school or less 375A 155B 530

Some college 43C 14D 57

Bachelor’s degree or higher 156E 87F 243

Column Marginal 574 256 N = 830
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215Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

zero (or within rounding error of it). The reason for this is, again, no cases have been added to or 
removed from the sample. There are some cells that have observed frequencies that are less than 
expected and others where fo is greater than fe; in the end, these variations cancel each other out. 
Always sum both of these columns as you progress through a chi-square calculation. This will help 
you double-check your math.

Step 5. Make a decision about the null and state the substantive conclusion.

The decision rule stated that the null would be rejected if the obtained value exceeded 9.210. Since 
c2

obt ended up being less than the critical value (i.e., 4.50 < 9.210), the null must be retained. There 
is not a statistically significant relationship between education and death-penalty attitudes among 
male respondents; it appears that men of all education levels are equally likely to support or oppose 
capital punishment. Remember that no claim is being made that gender is the only or main driving 
force behind death-penalty attitudes; what has been demonstrated here is a statistical association, 
nothing more.

Finally, let’s repeat the same analysis for female respondents. Again, we will set alpha at .01 and 
proceed through the five steps. See Table 10.7.

Table 10.6 Calculating c2
obt

Cell foi
fei

f fo ei i
−( ) f fo ei i

−( )2
f f

f
o e

ei

−( )2

A 375 366.53 8.47 71.74

B 155 163.47 -8.47 71.74 .44

C 43 39.42 3.58 12.82 .33

D 14 17.58 -3.58 12.82 .73

E 156 168.05 -12.05 145.20 .86

F 87 74.95 12.05 145.20 1.94

N = 830 N = 830 Σ = .00 Σ = 4.50

In the third example, no fe calculations will be shown for the numbers displayed in 
Table 10.8. Check your mastery of the computation of expected frequencies by doing 
the calculations and making sure you arrive at the same answers shown in the text.

LEARNING CHECK
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Step 1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses.

H0: c
2 = 0

H1: c
2 > 0

Step 2. Identify the distribution and compute the degrees of freedom.

The distribution is c2 and df =	(3 – 1)(2 – 1) = 2.

Step 3. Identify the critical value of the test statistic and state the decision rule.
With α =.01 and df = 2, c2

crit = 9.210. The decision rule is that if c2
obt > 9.210, H0 will be rejected.

Step 4. Compute the obtained value of the test statistic.

Table 10.7 Female Respondents’ Education Level and Death-Penalty Attitudes

Attitude Toward Death Penalty for 
Persons Convicted of Murder

Education Favor Oppose Row Marginal

High school or less 401A 233B 634

Some college 60C 22D 82

Bachelor’s degree or higher 148E 130F 278

Column Marginal 609 385 N = 994

Table 10.8 Calculating c2
obt

Cell foi
fei

f fo ei i
−( ) f fo ei i

−( )2
f f

f
o e

ei

−( )2

A 401 388.44 12.56 157.75 .41

B 233 245.56 -12.56 157.75 .64

C 60 50.24 9.76 95.26 1.90

D 22 31.76 -9.76 95.26 3.00

E 148 170.32 -22.32 498.18 2.92

F 130 107.68 22.32 498.18 4.63

N = 994 N = 994 Σ = .00 Σ = 13.50
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Step 5. Make a decision about the null and state the substantive conclusion.

The decision rule stated that the null would be rejected if the obtained value exceeded 9.210. Since 
c2

obt = 13.50, the null is rejected. There is a statistically significant relationship between educa-
tion and death-penalty attitudes among female respondents; it appears that women’s likelihood of  
favoring or opposing capital punishment changes with their education level. Another way to 
phrase this is that there are significant differences between women of varying levels of education. 
This is interesting, since education and attitudes were not related to one another among men. It 
appears that there is an “education effect” only among women.

A limitation of chi-square is its inability to identify the specific location of differences between 
categories. We know from the previous analysis that women differ depending on their education 
level, but we do not know which level(s) of education are different from the others. Row percentages 
can help speak to this. Interestingly, support for capital punishment increases from 63% to 73% 
for those who attended some college but drops to 53% among those who earned a bachelor’s degree 
or higher. We are not able to say with certainty, however, whether all three groups are statistically 
significantly different from the others or whether only one of them stands apart. You can roughly 
estimate differences using row percentages, but you have to be cautious in your interpretation.

One criticism of the chi-square test for independence is that this statistic is sensitive 
to sample size. The problem lies in the specific way that c2

obt is calculated. Even with 
a substantively equivalent distribution of scores across the contingency table, the 
obtained value of the test statistic might not be statistically significant if the sample size 
is small and statistically significant if it is large. To see this for yourself, recalculate c2

obt 
using the death-penalty and gender data but with a sample size of 99 instead of 1,824. 
The distribution of this smaller table is identical to the larger one (i.e., all cell percent-
ages are the same here as before). Make a decision about the null hypothesis, recalling 
that c²crit = 3.841.

Are you surprised by the results? This demonstrates the untrustworthiness of statistical 
significance and the importance of being cautious in your conclusions.

LEARNING CHECK

Death Penalty

Sex Favor Oppose Row Marginal

Female 33A 21B 54

Male 31C 14D 45

Column Marginal 64 35 N = 99
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Measures of Association

The chi-square test alerts you when there is a statistically significant relationship between two 
variables, but it is silent as to the strength or magnitude of that relationship. We know from the 
previous two examples, for instance, that gender is related to attitudes toward capital punishment 
and that convicted juveniles’ race/ethnicity is related to the sentences they receive, but we do not 
know the magnitudes of these associations: They could be very strong, moderate, or quite weak. 
This question is an important one because a very slight relationship—even if statistically signifi-
cant in a technical sense—is not of much substantive or practical importance. Large relationships 
are more meaningful in the “real world.”

There are several measures of association, and this chapter covers four of them. The level of 
measurement of the IV and DV dictate which measures are appropriate for a given analysis. It is 
important to keep in mind that measures of association are computed only when the null hypoth-
esis has been rejected—if the null is not rejected and you conclude that there is no relationship 
between the IV and DV, then it makes no sense to go on and try to interpret an association you just 
said does not exist. The following discussion will introduce four tests, and the next section will 
show you how to use SPSS to compute c2

obt and accompanying measures of association.

Measures of association: Procedures for determining the strength or magnitude of 
a relationship after a chi-square test has revealed a statistically significant association 
between two variables.

Cramer’s V can be used when both of the variables are nominal or when one is ordinal and the 
other is nominal. It is symmetric, meaning that it always takes on the same value regardless of 
which variable is posited as the independent and which the dependent. This statistic ranges from 
0.00 to 1.00, with higher values indicative of stronger relationships and values closer to 0.00 sug-
gestive of weaker associations. Cramer’s V is computed as

 
V

N .m
,obt

2

=
χ

 Formula 10(4)

where	c2
obt = the obtained value of the test statistic,

N = the total sample size, and
m = the smaller of either (r – 1) or (c – 1).

In the first example we saw in this chapter, where we found a statistically significant relation-
ship between gender and death-penalty attitudes, c2

obt = 12.33, N = 1,824, and there were two rows 
and two columns, so m = 2 – 1 = 1. Cramer’s V is thus

V = 12.33
1,824.1

= .01 = .10
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This value of V is not very robust and, therefore, represents a weak relationship. This demon-
strates how statistical significance alone is not indicative of genuine importance or meaning—a 
relationship might be significant in a technical sense but still very insignificant in practical terms. 
This is due in no small part to the chi-square test’s sensitivity to sample size, as discussed earlier. 
Think back to the percentages we calculated for this table. Approximately 61% of women and 69% 
of men favored the death penalty. This is a difference, to be sure, but it is not very large. If any 
given respondent were randomly selected out of this sample, there would be a roughly two-thirds 
likelihood that the person would support capital punishment, irrespective of her or his gender. It 
is wise, then, to be cautious in interpreting statistically significant results—statistical significance 
does not always translate into practical significance.

When both variables under examination are nominal, lambda is an option. Like  
Cramer’s V, lambda ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. Unlike Cramer’s V, lambda is asymmetric, mean-
ing that it requires that one of the variables be clearly identified as the independent and the 
other as the dependent. This is because lambda is a proportionate reduction in error measure.

Cramer’s V: A symmetric measure of association for c2 when the variables are nominal 
or one is ordinal and the other is nominal. V ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 and indicates the 
strength of the relationship. Higher values represent stronger relationships. Identical to 
phi in 2 × 2 tables.
Lambda: An asymmetric measure of association for c2 when the variables are nominal. 
Lambda ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 and is a proportionate reduction in error measure.
Phi: A symmetric measure of association for c2

 with nominal variables and a 2 × 2 
table. Identical to Cramer’s V.

Proportionate reduction in error (PRE) refers to the extent to which knowing a person or object’s 
placement on an IV helps predict that person or object’s classification on the dependent measure. 
Consider the gender and death-penalty attitudes example. If you were trying to predict a given 
individual’s attitude toward capital punishment and the only piece of information you had was the 
frequency distribution of this DV (i.e., you knew that 1,183 people in the sample support capital 
punishment and 641 oppose it), then your best bet would be to guess the modal category (mode = 
support) because this would produce the fewest prediction errors. There would, though, be a sub-
stantial number of these errors—641, to be exact! Now, suppose that you know a given person’s 
gender. To what extent does this knowledge improve your accuracy when you predict whether that 
person opposes or favors the death penalty? This is the idea behind PRE measures like lambda.

Lambda is symbolized as λ (the Greek lowercase letter lambda) and is calculated as

 
λ =

−E E
E

,1 2

1

 Formula 10(5)

where E1 = Ntotal – Nmode

E N N
across DVcategories

total mode2 = −Σ ( )
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Basically, E1 represents the number of prediction errors made when the IV is ignored, and E2 
reflects the number of errors made when the IV is taken into account. Using the education and 
death-penalty data from Table 10.6, we can first calculate E1 and E2,

E1 = 994 – 609 = 385

E2 = (609 – 401) + (385 – 233) = 208 + 152 = 360,

and lambda is

λ = − = =385 360
385

25
385

.06 .

Lambda is most easily interpreted by transforming it to a percentage. We can say that knowing 
women’s education level reduces prediction errors by 6%. This is not very much! Again, we see a 
statistically significant but substantively modest association between variables.

There is a third measure for nominal data that bears brief mention, and that is phi. Phi can only 
be used on 2 × 2 tables (i.e., two rows and two columns) with nominal variables. It is calculated 
and interpreted just like Cramer’s V with the exception that phi does not account for the number 
of rows or columns in the crosstabs table; since it can only be applied to 2 × 2 tables, m will always 
be equal to 1.00. For 2 × 2 tables, Cramer’s V is identical to phi, but since Cramer’s V can be used 
for tables of any size, it is more useful than phi is.

When both variables are ordinal or when one is ordinal and the other is dichotomous (i.e., 
has two classes), Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma is an option. Gamma is a PRE measure but is 
symmetric—unlike lambda—and ranges from –1.00 to +1.00, with zero meaning no relationship, 
–1.00 indicating a perfect negative relationship (as one variable increases, the other decreases), 
and 1.00 representing a perfect positive relationship (as one increases, so does the other, and vice 
versa). Generally speaking, gamma values between 0 and ±.19 are considered weak, between ±.20 
and ±.39 moderate, ±.40 to ±.59 strong, and ±.60 to ±1.00 very strong.

Two other measures available when both variables are ordinal are Kendall’s taub and Kendall’s 
tauc. Both are symmetric. Taub is for use when the crosstabs table has an equal number of rows 
and columns, and tauc is used when they are unequal. Both tau statistics range from –1.00 to 
+1.00. They measure the extent to which the order of the observations in the IV match the order 
in the DV; in other words, as cases increase in value on the IV, what happens to their scores on the 
DV? If their scores on the dependent measure decrease, tau will be negative; if they increase, tau 
will be positive; and if they do not display a clear pattern (i.e., the two variables have very little 
dependency), tau will be close to zero. Similar to the tau measures is Somers’ d. This measure of 
association is asymmetric and for use when both variables are ordinal. Its range and interpretation 
mirror those of tau. The calculations of gamma, tau, and d are complicated, so we will refrain from 
doing them by hand and will instead use SPSS to generate these values.

None of the measures of association discussed here is perfect; each has limitations and weak-
nesses. The best strategy is to examine two or more measures for each analysis and use them 
to gain a comprehensive picture of the strength of the association. There will likely be variation 
among them, but the differences should not be wild and all measures should lean in a particular 
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221Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

direction. If they are all weak or all are strong, then you can safely arrive at a conclusion about the 
level of dependency between the two variables.

Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma: A symmetric measure of association used when 
both variables are ordinal or one is ordinal and the other is dichotomous. Ranges from 
–1.00 to +1.00.

Kendall’s taub: A symmetric measure of association for two ordinal variables when the 
number of rows and columns in the crosstabs table are equal. Ranges from –1.00 to +1.00.

Kendall’s tauc: A symmetric measure of association for two ordinal variables when the 
number of rows and columns in the crosstabs table are unequal. Ranges from –1.00 to +1.00.

Somers’ d: An asymmetric measure of association for two ordinal variables. Ranges 
from -1.00 to +1.00.

SPSS

The SPSS program can be used to generate c2
obt, determine statistical significance, and produce 

measures of association. The chi-square analysis is found via the sequence Analyze à Descrip-
tive Statistics à Crosstabs. Let us first consider the gender and capital punishment example from 
earlier in the chapter. Figure 10.2 shows the dialog boxes involved in running this analysis in SPSS. 
Note that you must check the box labeled Chi-square in order to get a chi-square analysis; if you 
do not check this box, SPSS will merely give you a crosstabs table. This box is opened by click-
ing Statistics in the crosstabs window. By default, SPSS provides only observed frequencies in the 
crosstabs table. If you want expected frequencies or percentages, you must go into Cells and request 
them. Since both of these variables are nominal, lambda and Cramer’s V are the appropriate mea-
sures of association. Figure 10.3 shows the output.

The obtained value of the c2
obt statistic is located on the line labeled Pearson Chi-Square. You can 

see in Figure 10.3 that c2
obt	= 12.351, which is very close to the value we obtained by hand. The output 

also tells you whether or not the null should be rejected, but it does so in a way that we have not seen 
before. The SPSS program gives you what is called a p value. The p value tells you the exact probability 
of the obtained value of the test statistic; the smaller p is, the more unlikely the c2

obt is if the null is 
true and, therefore, the probability that the null is, indeed, correct. The p value in SPSS c2 output is 
the number located at the intersection of the Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) column and the Pearson Chi-Square 
row. Here, p = .000. What you do is compare p to α. If p is less than α, it means that the obtained value 
of the test statistic exceeded the critical value, and the null is rejected; if p is greater than α, the null 
is retained. Since in this problem α was set at .05, the null hypothesis is rejected because .000 < .05. 
There is a statistically significant relationship between gender and death-penalty attitudes.

p value: In SPSS output, the probability associated with the obtained value of the test 
statistic. When p < α, the null hypothesis is rejected.
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Figure 10.2 Running a Chi-Square Test and Measures of Association in SPSS

 

Chi-Square Tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided)
Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

Exact Sig. 
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 12.351a 1 .000

Continuity Correctionb 12.007 1 .001

Likelihood Ratio 12.409 1 .000

Fisher’s Exact Test .000 .000

Linear-by-Linear 
Association

12.344 1 .000

N of Valid Cases 1824

Figure 10.3 Chi-Square Output

Symmetric Measures

Value Approx. Sig.

Nominal by Nominal Phi .082 .000

Cramer’s V .082 .000

N of Valid Cases 1824
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223Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

As you know, though, rejection of the null hypothesis is only part of the story because the c2 
statistic does not offer information about the magnitude or strength of the relationship between 
the variables. For this, we turn to measures of association.

Judging by both Cramer’s V and lambda, this relationship is very weak. We actually already 
knew this because we calculated V by hand and arrived at .10, which is within rounding error of 
the .082 produced by SPSS. Lambda is zero, which means that knowing people’s gender does not 
reduce the number of errors made in predicting their death-penalty attitudes. As noted earlier, 
using multiple tests of association helps provide confidence in the conclusion that the association 
between these two variables, while statistically significant, is very modest in a substantive sense.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter introduced the chi-square test of independence, which is the hypothesis-testing 
procedure appropriate when both of the variables under examination are categorical. The key 
elements of the c2 test are observed frequencies and expected frequencies. Observed frequen-
cies are the empirical results seen in the sample, and expected frequencies are those that 
would appear if the null hypothesis were true and the two variables unrelated. The obtained 
value of chi-square is a measure of the difference between observed and expected, and com-
paring c2

obt to c2
crit for a set α level allows for a determination of whether the null hypothesis 

should be retained or rejected.
When the null is retained (i.e., when c2

obt < c2
crit), the substantive conclusion is that the two vari-

ables are not related. When the null is rejected (when c2
obt > c2

crit), the conclusion is that there is a 
relationship between them. Statistical significance, though, is only a necessary and not a sufficient 

Directional Measures

Value
Asymp. 

Std. Errora

Approx. 
T

Approx. 
Sig.

Nominal by 
Nominal

Lambda Symmetric .000 .000 .b .b

Respondent sex 
Dependent

.000 .000 .b .b

Do you favor or 
oppose the death 
penalty for people 
convicted of murder? 
Dependent

.000 .000 .b .b

Goodman 
and Kruskal 
tau

Respondent sex 
Dependent

.007 .004 .000c

Do you favor or 
oppose the death 
penalty for people 
convicted of murder? 
Dependent

.007 .004 .000c
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condition for practical significance. The chi-square statistic does not offer information about the 
strength of a relationship and how substantively meaningful this association is.

For this, measures of association are turned to when the null has been rejected. Cramer’s V, 
lambda, Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma, Kendall’s taua and taub, and Somers’ d are appropriate in 
any given situation depending on the variables’ levels of measurement and the size of the crosstabs 
table. SPSS can be used to obtain chi-square tests, p values for determining statistical significance, 
and measures of association. When p < α, the null is rejected, and when p > α, it is retained. You 
should always generate measures of association when you run c2 tests yourself, and you should 
always expect them from other people who run these analyses and present you with the results. 
Statistical significance is important, but the magnitude of the relationship tells you just how mean-
ingful the association is in practical terms.

CHAPTER 10 REVIEW PROBLEMS

 1. A researcher wants to test for a relationship between the number of citizen complaints that a police 
officer receives and whether or not that officer commits serious misconduct. He gathers a sample of 
officers and records the number of complaints that have been lodged against them (0–2, 3–5, 6+) and 
whether they have ever been written up for misconduct (yes or no). Can he use a chi-square to test for a 
relationship between these two variables? Why or why not?

 2. A researcher wishes to test for a relationship between age and criminal offending. She gathers a sample 
and for each person, she collects his or her age (in years) and whether that person has ever committed a 
crime (yes or no). Can she use a chi-square to test for a relationship between these two variables? Why 
or why not?

 3. A researcher is interested in finding out whether people who drive vehicles that are in bad condition are 
more likely than those driving better cars to get pulled over by police. She collects a sample and codes 
each person’s vehicle’s condition (good, fair, poor) and the number of times that person has been pulled 
over (measured by respondents writing in the correct number). Can she use a chi-square to test for a 
relationship between these two variables? Why or why not?

 4. A researcher is studying the effectiveness of an in-prison treatment program in reducing post-release 
recidivism. He gathers a sample of recently released prisoners and records, for each person, whether 
he or she participated in a treatment program while incarcerated (yes or no) and whether that person 
committed a new crime within 6 months of release (yes or no). Can he use a chi-square to test for a 
relationship between these two variables? Why or why not?

 5. Is a criminal defendant’s gender related to the type of sentence she or he receives? A researcher collects 
data on defendants’ gender (male or female) and sentence (jail, probation, fine).

a. Which of these variables is the independent one, and which is the dependent?
b. Identify each variable’s level of measurement.
c. How many rows and columns would the crosstabs table have?
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225Chapter 10 | Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables

 6. Is the value of the goods stolen during a burglary related to the likelihood that the offender will be  
arrested? A researcher collects data on the value of stolen goods ($299 or less, $300–$599, $600 and 
more) and on whether the police arrested someone for the offense (yes or no).

a. Which of these variables is the independent one, and which is the dependent?
b. Identify each variable’s level of measurement.
c. How many rows and columns would the crosstabs table have?

 7. Is the crime for which a person is convicted related to the length of the prison sentence she or he  
receives? A research gathers data on crime type (violent, property, drug) and sentence length (18 months 
or less, 19–30 months, 31 or more months).

a. Which of these variables is the independent one, and which is the dependent?
b. Identify each variable’s level of measurement.
c. How many rows and columns would the crosstabs table have?

 8. Is a victim’s gender related to whether or not the offender will be convicted for the crime? A researcher 
collects data on victim gender (male or female) and whether the offender was convicted (yes or no).

a. Which of these variables is the independent one, and which is the dependent?
b. Identify each variable’s level of measurement.
c. How many rows and columns would the crosstabs table have?

 9. It might be expected that adult prisons that offer college courses to inmates are more likely than those 
that do not to also provide vocational training. The following table displays data from a random sample 
of adult correctional facilities. With an alpha level of .01, conduct a five-step chi-square hypothesis test 
to determine whether or not the two variables are independent.

Vocational Training

College Courses Yes No Row Marginal

Yes 41A 9B 50

No 26C 74D 100

Column marginal 67 83 N = 150

10. Is there an association between the circumstances surrounding a violent altercation that results in a 
shooting and the type of firearm used? The Firearm Injury Surveillance Study records whether drugs 
were involved in the incident and the type of firearm used to cause the injury. With an alpha of .01, 
conduct a five-step hypothesis test to determine if the variables are independent.
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Firearm Type

Drugs Involved Handgun Long gun Row marginal

Yes 29 5B 34

No 417C 147D 564

Column marginal 446 152 N = 598

11. One criticism of private prisons is that they are profitdriven and therefore have an incentive to cut 
corners. This may reduce opportunities for rehabilitation and self-improvement among persons  
incarcerated in these facilities. The Census of State and Federal Correctional Facilities data set con-
tains information about whether a prison is publicly or privately operated and whether that institu-
tion offers vocational training to its inmates. The following table contains data from a random sample 
of prisons. With an alpha of .05, conduct a five-step hypothesis test to determine if the variables are 
independent.

Prison Offers Vocational Training?

Facility Type No Yes Row marginal

Public 52A 103B 155

Private 38C 12D 50

Column marginal 90 115 N = 205

12. In the chapter, we saw that there was a statistically significant difference between men and women 
in terms of their attitudes about capital punishment. We can extend that line of inquiry and find out 
whether there is a gender difference in general attitudes about crime and punishment. The General 
Social Survey (GSS) asks respondents whether they think courts are too harsh, about right, or not 
harsh enough in dealing with criminal offenders. The following table contains the data. With an alpha 
level of .05, conduct a five-step chi-square hypothesis test to determine whether the two variables are 
independent.

Attitude Toward Courts

Sex Too harsh About right
Not harsh 

enough Row marginal

Male 134A 173B 498C 805

Female 135D 207E 630F 972

Column marginal 269 380 1,128 N = 1,777
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13. Do men and women differ on their attitudes toward drug laws? The GSS asks respondents to report whether 
they think marijuana should be legalized. The following table shows the frequencies, by gender, among black 
respondents. With an alpha level of .05, conduct a five-step chi-square hypothesis test to determine whether 
the two variables are independent.

Should Marijuana Be Legalized?

Sex Yes No Row marginal

Male 38A 33B 71

Female 42C 76D 118

Column marginal 80 109 N = 189

14. The following table shows the support for marijuana legalization, by gender, among white respon-
dents. With an alpha level of .01, conduct a five-step chi-square hypothesis test to determine whether 
the two variables are independent.

Should Marijuana Be Legalized?

Sex Yes No Row marginal

Male 234A 185B 419

Female 227C 268D 496

Column marginal 461 453 N = 914

15. There is some concern that people of lower-income statuses are more likely to come in contact with the 
police as compared to higher-income individuals. The following table contains PPCS data on income 
and police contacts among respondents who were 21 years of age or younger. With an alpha of .01, con-
duct a five-step hypothesis test to determine if the variables are independent.

Number of Contacts

Annual Income 0–2 3–5 6+ Row marginal

Less than $20,000 315A 42B 15C 372

$20,000–$49,999 196D 31E 9F 236

$50,000 or more 266G 32H 9I 307

Column marginal 777 105 33 N = 915
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16. One criticism of racial profiling studies is that people’s driving frequency is often unaccounted 
for. This is a problem because all else being equal, people who spend more time on the road are 
more likely to get pulled over eventually. The following table contains Police-Public Contact Survey 
(PPCS) data narrowed down to black male respondents. The variables measure driving frequency 
and whether or not these respondents had been stopped by police for traffic offenses within the past 
12 months. With an alpha of .01, conduct a five-step hypothesis test to determine if the variables are 
independent.

Experienced a Traffic Stop?

Driving Frequency Yes No Row marginal

Almost every day 214A 946B 1,160

Often 32C 238D 270

Rarely 6E 360F 366

Column marginal 252 1,544 N = 1,796

17. The companion website (http://www.sagepub.com/gau) contains the SPSS data file CSFACF for Chap-
ter 10.sav. This file contains a random sample of state prisons and four variables: the gender of inmates 
that the facility houses, whether or not the facility offers adult basic education, the security level of the 
facility, and whether or not the facility was under court order for having poor conditions of confine-
ment. Use SPSS to run a chi-square analysis to test for independence between gender (the IV) and adult-
basic (the DV). Based on the variables’ level of measurement, select appropriate measures of association. 
Then do the following:

a. Identify the obtained value of the chi-square statistic.
b. Make a decision about whether you would reject the null hypothesis of independence at an alpha 

level of .05 and explain how you arrived at that decision.
c. State the conclusion that you draw from the results of each of these analyses in terms of whether or 

not there is a relationship between the two variables.
d. If you rejected the null hypothesis, interpret the measures of association. How strong is the relation-

ship? Would you say that this is a substantively meaningful relationship?

18. Using the CSFACF for Chapter 10.sav file, run a chi-square analysis to determine whether prisons vary 
in their court-order status (courtorder; the DV) depending on their level of physical security (security; 
the IV). Based on the variables’ level of measurement, select appropriate measures of association. Then 
do the following:

a. Identify the obtained value of the chi-square statistic.
b. Make a decision about whether you would reject the null hypothesis of independence at an alpha 

level of .05 and explain how you arrived at that decision.
c. State the conclusion that you draw from the results of each of these analyses in terms of whether 

there is a relationship between the two variables.
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d. If you rejected the null hypothesis, interpret the measures of association. How strong is the relation-
ship? Would you say that this is a substantively meaningful relationship?

19. A consistent finding in research on police-community relations is that there are racial differences in 
attitudes toward police. Although all racial groups express positive views of police overall, the level of 
support is highest for whites and tends to dwindle among persons of color. The companion website 
(http://www.sagepub.com/gau) contains variables from the Police-Public Contact Survey (PPCS 
for Chapter 10.sav). The sample has been narrowed to males who were stopped by the police while 
driving a car and were issued a traffic ticket. There are three variables in this data set: race, income, 
and legitimacy. The legitimacy variable measures whether respondents believed that the officer who 
pulled them over had a credible reason for doing so. Use SPSS to run a chi-square analysis to deter-
mine whether legitimacy judgments (the DV) differ by race (the IV). Based on the variables’ level of 
measurement, select appropriate measures of association. Then do the following:

a. Identify the obtained value of the chi-square statistic.
b. Make a decision about whether you would reject the null hypothesis of independence at an alpha 

level of .01 and explain how you arrived at that decision.
c. State the conclusion that you draw from the results of each of these analyses as to whether or not 

there is a difference between private and public prisons in terms of offering vocational training.
d. If you rejected the null hypothesis, interpret the measures of association. How strong is the relation-

ship? Would you say that this is a substantively meaningful relationship?

20. Using the PPCS for Chapter 10.sav file again (http://www.sagepub.com/gau), run a chi-square test to 
determine whether respondents’ perceptions of stop legitimacy (the DV) vary across income levels (the 
IV). Based on the variables’ level of measurement, select appropriate measures of association. Then do 
the following:

a. Identify the obtained value of the chi-square statistic.
b. Make a decision about whether you would reject the null hypothesis of independence at an alpha 

level of .01 and explain how you arrived at that decision.
c. State the conclusion that you draw from the results of each of these analyses in terms of whether or 

not there is a difference between private and public prisons in terms of offering vocational training.
d. If you rejected the null hypothesis, interpret the measures of association. How strong is the relation-

ship? Would you say that this is a substantively meaningful relationship?

KEY TERMS

Chi-square test of independence
Nonparametric statistics
Parametric statistics
Statistical independence
Statistical dependence
c² distribution
Obtained value

Observed frequencies
Expected frequencies
Statistical significance
Measures of association
Cramer’s V
Lambda
Phi

Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma
Kendall’s taub
Kendall’s tauc
Somers’ d
p value
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS  
INTRODUCED IN THIS CHAPTER

c2 The Greek letter chi squared; a symbol for the test of independence and its 
associated sampling distribution

c2
crit The critical value of the chi-square statistic

c2
obt The obtained value of the chi-square statistic

fo Observed frequencies

fe Expected frequencies

p value The obtained probability on SPSS output that is compared to the alpha level 
in order to make a decision about the null hypothesis
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